doi:10.3138/ctr.178.017 ctr 178 spring 2019 VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Exploding the Hourglass: Next-Level Intercultural Theatre Research and have contributed significantly to the emergence . . . of a vi brant interdependent ecology of intercultural performance" (16). Concentrating on the "networks of professional, culturally specif ic, racialized, and explicitly intercultural theatre companies that populate the city's small-to-medium-sized stages" (17), he analyzes how intercultural theatre practice actually unfolds and the cultural work it accomplishes. Performing the Intercultural City offers a wealth of examples as well as in-depth case studies to illuminate its central concerns: the development of intercultural memory from cultural (or culturally specific) memory; the performative consti tution of diasporic, hyphenated, and community identities; the interactions of those performatively constituted identities in the "meshworks" (7) of Toronto's intercultural theatre ecology; and the relationship between those identities, emergent coalitions, and dominant understandings of the city.
Part 1 ("Contexts") sets the discursive stage for the work that will be examined in the following chapters by addressing what Knowles calls the multicultural script: the policies and practices of official multiculturalism within which intercultural theatre prac tice occurs. Knowles considers the various ways in which intercul tural artists and companies "rewrite, reconfigure and restage mul ticulturalism" (43) from below. Part 2 ("Dramaturgies") focuses primarily on the search for and development of culturally specific dramaturgies, offering rich descriptions and analyses of creative processes. Here, Knowles considers the work of Filipino-Canadian Carlos Bulosan Theatre, of Guna and Rappahannock playwrightperformer Monique Mojica and her collaborators in the Indigen ous Knowledge, Contemporary Performance project, as well as the "womban centred, Afro-Caribbean diasporic performance work" (109) of Rhoma Spencer, ahdri zhina mandiela, and d'bi. young anitafrika. Part 3 ("Mediations") then looks at how inter cultural artists and companies have mediated cultural encounters through the adoption of aesthetic forms and intermediality. Fo cusing on Modern Times Stage Company, Aluna Theatre, and Cahoots Theatre Company, this section tackles the unfinished project of modernity in the work of Modern Times; the problem of empathy and its limits in intercultural encounter, particularly in relation to witnessing and trauma, in Aluna Theatre's produc tion of nohayquiensepa; 1 and the key role played by Cahoots as a "discursive nodal point" (19) and a key site "in the developing discourses and practices of intercultural performance in the city" (176). Though concentrated heavily on these core artists and com panies, the impressive range of examples Knowles draws on forms part of the argument of the book. The book's continual reference to intersecting artistic relationships within the city-what Yvette Nolan, former Artistic Director of Native Earth, has called "the brown caucus" (19)-as well as Knowles's astute parsing of diver sity within culturally specific groups reveals the complexity of this scene and underscores the need for sophisticated thinking about the "rhizomatic interculturalism" (186) of the contemporary in tercultural city.
Knowles's description, explication, and analysis of intercul tural theatre practice in Toronto is supported by an erudite theor etical infrastructure. Distilling the work of Baz Kershaw (per formance ecology), John Law and Bruno Latour (actor network theory), Nicolas Bourriaud (relational aesthetics), Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (rhizomatics), and Michel Foucault and Kevin Hetherington (heterotopias), as well as critical race theory, mul ticulturalism theory, and performance studies, Knowles elabor ates a productive scaffold that he engages in the case studies that form the core of the book. This (Western) theoretical package is complemented, refined, and enriched by Knowles's deep engage ment with the work of First Nations scholars, among them Jill Carter, Gerard Vizenor, Chadwick Allen, and Leanne Simpson. Indeed, Indigenous research methodologies and commitment to what Opaskwayak Cree scholar Shawn Wilson terms an Indigen ous research paradigm deeply inform the book's approach.
I use 'approach' here both in the sense of method and in the sense of coming near to something. Knowles is writing with those of us who work in intercultural theatre in Toronto, not simply about us.
2 The product of years as a participant-observer, Perform ing the Intercultural City is committed to relational accountabil ity, one of the key principles detailed by Wilson, which is built around respect for, reciprocity with, and responsibility to all one's (human and non-human) relations (12). Knowles's identification of the material and ideological challenges faced by Carlos Bulosan Theatre when negotiating dominant forms, practices, and insti tutions is a clear example of how his approach is simultaneously scholarly and sympathetic, though Knowles, following Wilson's lead, might describe it as relational and respectful. I found it re freshing to encounter scholarship that acknowledges the reality of these pressures-such as "the naturalized western dramaturgical instinct" (82)-instead of simply pronouncing a work comprom ised or not transgressive/performative/intercultural enough. My point here is not simply that it is nice to have artists' concerns taken seriously, but that the struggle with dominant practices and internalized or inherited Western paradigms forms a crucial part of the theatrical ecology Knowles sets out to understand.
Knowles's "multi-sited ethnography" (3) affords readers im portant insights into the processes of intercultural work. The word 'process' is key: Knowles is not writing about "completed and consumable work[s] of art," but about "rehearsal process[es]" (4), "processes of subjectivity-and knowledge-production" (13), and, ultimately, the process of laterally, non-hierarchically "reas sembling the social" (10). Knowles persuasively argues that the tactics and practices considered in Performing the Intercultural City construct new social identities and subjectivities, reconsti tuting the city as a heterotopia, "a space of alternate ordering" in which "what is central or dominant and what is marginal 'is not always clearcut'" (10). This alternate ordering is relational rather than hierarchical and constitutes a space in which new ideas and practices can emerge. Knowles's book itself may be-or offer a model of-such a heterotopia.
There is little to quibble with in this book, though it does invite many questions that are outside its scope. What of inter cultural audiences? Audience studies are problematic for a host of reasons, but Knowles's research invites us to ask what is going on with(in) audiences. What meanings are they making? To what uses do they put intercultural performance, and how are their experi ences and understandings raced and/or gendered? I also wanted to know more about Knowles's process. He generously cedes the page to his collaborators, allowing practitioners he has worked with to speak, but I want to know more about how he, as "a third-gen eration settler/invader of Anglo Scottish ancestry" (15) | VIEWS AND REVIEWS productively across so many and such varied differences. Whether others eventually take up these questions, we-scholars, artists, students, and those who confound such distinctions-now have an enormously rewarding resource in the historically informed, ethically engaged, collaborative research of Performing the Inter cultural City.
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